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Abstract—The Performance Monitoring Unit (PMU) in MP-
SoCs is at the heart of the latest measurement-based timing
analysis techniques in Critical Embedded Systems. In particular,
hardware event monitors (HEMs) in the PMU are used as
building blocks in the process of budgeting and verifying software
timing by tracking and controlling access counts to shared
resources. While the number of HEMs in current MPSoCs
reaches hundreds, they are read via Performance Monitoring
Counters whose number is usually limited to 4-8, thus requiring
multiple runs of each experiment in order to collect all desired
HEMs. Despite the effort of engineers in controlling the execution
conditions of each experiment, the complexity of current MPSoCs
makes it arguably impossible to completely remove the noise
affecting each run. As a result, HEMs read in different runs are
subject to different variability, and hence, those HEMs captured
in different runs cannot be ‘blindly’ merged. In this work, we
focus on the NXP T2080 platform where we observed up to
59% variability across different runs of the same experiment
for some relevant HEMs (e.g. processor cycles). We develop a
HEM reading and merging (HRM) approach to join reliably
HEMs across different runs as a fundamental element of any
measurement-based timing budgeting and verification technique.
Our method builds on order statistics and the selection of an
anchor HEM read in all runs to derive the most plausible
combination of HEM readings that keep the distribution of each
HEM and their relationship with the anchor HEM intact.
I. INTRODUCTION
The complexity of processors in critical embedded systems
(CES) continues to increase, with academic and industrial
efforts devoted to analyze the use of multicores as the baseline
computing solution in future CES. Multicores – and multipro-
cessor system-on-chip (MPSoC) solutions in general – provide
the increasing computing performance needs in CES domains
like automotive [1] and avionics [2]. This is, in turn, motivated
by the increasing computing requirements in autonomous
CES that manage huge amounts of data, e.g. coming from
radar, lidar, and cameras; and the implementation of compute-
intensive AI algorithms [3]. The other side of the coin is
that multicores complicate software timing analysis due to the
inherent complexity of cutting-edge hardware functionalities
and the difficulties in capturing the contention in the access to
hardware shared resources, which causes tasks to affect each
others’ timing behavior.
Consolidated timing analysis approaches are challenged by
the inherent complexity of multicore computing solutions [4],
[5] that are increasingly adopted in the CES domain [1],
[2]. The complexity of analysing such platforms principally
emanates from the implications of multicore execution on the
increasingly richer functionalities that CES are required to
provide. This has led to a significant interest in providing
industrially-amenable solutions to master contention and the
entailed multicore interference. Preventing or controlling con-
tention between concurrently-running tasks has been consid-
ered as a promising direction with some approaches building
on full segregation of accesses to the different blocks of
memory-like resources [6], [7], including the (i) banks of
shared on-chip caches and the (ii) banks/ranks in a DDR
memory system [8], [9], [10], with solutions combining (i)
and (ii) [11]. Other works propose changes to the application
to precisely split its execution into memory and computation
phases to facilitate explicit scheduling of task phases in a
way to avoid contention [12], [13]. These approaches, while
being embraced in industrial quality solutions [14], are not
always applicable in practice, due to hardware characteristics
or constraints on the applications semantics. In all these cases,
interference can still arise in shared buses or shared buffers,
tables and queues in the cache [15], and whenever altering
applications’ semantics is not an option due to verification
and validation (V&V) costs. In the NXP T2080, considered for
adoption by the avionics industry [16], the number of shared
components where interference can arise is overwhelming. Just
in the L2 cache, we find the back invalidate buffer, reload table,
reload fold queue, castout buffer, write data buffer, reload data
buffer, and the snoop queue.
In any case, regardless of the specific scenario, an anal-
ysis approach is required to provide evidence that con-
tention is actually avoided or mitigated (i.e. its impact can
be bounded). Advanced measurement-based timing analysis
approaches building on a variably complex combination of
software and hardware profiling [17], [18] are being consid-
ered as a promising analysis solution for functionally-rich and
complex multicore platforms. Measurement-based approaches
appear particularly appealing from an industrial (V&V) stand-
point [19]. In this view, the Performance Monitoring Unit
(PMU) provides the necessary entry point for retrieving the
information required by the analysis. In fact, PMUs are be-
coming instrumental for software timing budgeting and V&V.
As a first example, it has been shown that existing signals
in the AMBA AHB bus provide the required information
to capture the contention tasks generate each other on the
bus. This information is sent to the PMU to be stored in
hardware event monitors (HEMs) that are made accessible to
the software to track and control contention [20].
Another example is the event quota budgeting, monitoring,
and enforcement mechanisms [21], [22], [23], [24] to enforce
budgets on task resources utilization by means of HEMs.
By controlling task’s activities via the HEMs offered by
processor’s PMUs, the system software can suspend task’s
execution when their assigned budget is exhausted.
Empirical approaches building on the evidence collected
from HEMs, for example, are at the basis of successful
certification arguments for CES in the avionics domain [16].
Overall, the PMU, and HEMs in particular, are at the heart of
modern solutions to track and control contention in multicores.
Problem Statement. While the number of HEMs in current
multicores is in the order of hundreds, they can only be read in
small groups of 4-8 via user-visible performance monitoring
counters (PMCs). This limitation relates to the hardware cost
of routing the HEMs via long wires and multiplexors to access
PMCs that can be accessed via software. Hence, several runs
are required to read all the HEMs of interest, which are later
‘merged’ off-line to analyse the program behavior and reason
about contention. For instance, to decide whether some tasks
can be scheduled concurrently, we need to budget how much
each one is expected to access each shared resource, which
requires consistent reads of a large number of HEMs.
To make things worse, several runs of the same experiment
in an MPSoC can result in inevitable variations in the timing
behavior of the program, though its functional behavior is the
same. This is due to the impossibility to control the entire
hardware and software initial state in each run. In practical
terms, this translates into variability in HEM readings (as high
as 59% for processor cycles in our target system for relevant
HEMs), with no variability observed in instruction count (as
analyzed in Section II-C). The engineer is confronted with a
set of values (readings) for each HEM, that need to be merged
to allow reasoning about multicore contention. Unfortunately,
since HEM values from different runs to be merged can be
subject to different (large) noise, it is challenging to merge
them consistently so that merged HEM vectors – those where
all HEMs of interest are included – resemble the values that
would have been obtained if they could have been read all of
them simultaneously in the same run.
Contribution. The contribution of our work is three-fold:
Analysis of HEM variability. For the NXP T2080 [25], a
representative MPSoC in CES and undergoing a certification
process of multicore processing in avionics, we make an
in-depth statistical analysis of variability in HEM readings.
The observed variability is high enough to jeopardize the
consolidated practice of ‘blindly’ merging different HEMs as
input for timing analysis. Moreover, the values of those HEMs
follow different distributions.
HRM. We introduce a HEM-reading merging (HRM) ap-
proach to guide the merging of HEM values subject to different
noise. HRM identifies an anchor HEM, and defines groups of
Fig. 1: Observed variability for several HEMs in the T2080
HEMs, each group with PMCs − 1 HEMs plus the anchor.
HRM performs several runs for each group of HEMs, ranks
HEM values in each group using order statistics on the anchor
HEM, and merges those HEMs with the same rank in different
groups. Order statistics are non-parametric and hence, can
handle the different distributions of the HEM values observed.
Analysis of the accuracy. Since noise-free HEM values
cannot be obtained in general in complex MPSoCs, we evalu-
ate HRM comparing the correlation across HEMs merged by
HRM against their correlation when those HEMs are measured
in the same run, thus under identical noise. Our results show
that HRM captures accurately the correlation between HEMs,
as opposed to blindly merging HEMs read in different runs.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II mo-
tivates the need of HEM merging mechanisms and makes an
in-depth analysis of HEM variability in the T2080. Section III
formalizes the problem addressed in this work Section IV
introduces our approach for HEM merging, which we evaluate
in Section V. Section VI discusses the most relevant related
works. Section VII concludes this work.
II. MOTIVATION
We show that several of the 262 HEMs in the T2080
present significant variation (Section II-A) and follow different
distributions (Section II-B). We also dig down into some of
the reasons behind the observed variation (Section II-C).
A. HEM variability
On the NXP T2080 [26] we run a four-task workload
with each task pinned to one of its e6500 cores. Each task
performs integer and floating operations at the core level over
several large vectors so that data operated is fetched from
main memory, causing frequent misses in all cache levels,
and thus exercising several HEMs. For this experiment, as
well as the remaining ones throughout this paper, we run on
baremetal to remove potential interference coming from the
operating system (the specifics of our experimental framework
are described in Section V-A). We divide the experiment into
several sub-experiments, in each of which we read 6 HEMs
(the total number of PMC available in the T2080). Hence,
reading all 262 HEMs requires 44 sub-experiments, each of
which we repeat 100 times to capture the impact of noise on
HEM readings. In all runs we focus on the HEMs for core 0.
Each run finishes when the task in core 0 finishes.
Figure 1 shows the maximum relative variability observed
for several HEMs, i.e. var = (max −min)/min, with bars
in the figure sorted from higher to lower. Each bar is tagged
(see bottom part of the figure) with the order of magnitude m
of the value of each HEM in the experiment. For instance, for
m = 3, 103 ≤ hemi < 104. This information allows assessing
the potential impact of the variability on execution time, whose
magnitude for this experiments is tens of millions (107) of
cycles. So is that for the number of committed instructions.
In the NXP T2080, the maximum duration of an event
triggered by an instructions can be in the order of hundreds
cycles (102). Hence, HEMs below 104 arguably have low
impact on performance. This, of course, is related to events
not involving the execution of system software, e.g. a TLB
miss, whose impact is not covered by multicore contention
timing analysis but instead captured by the system-level timing
analysis. We differentiate some cases for our experiments.
• Relevant high variability. Some HEMs present high
variability while their magnitude is relevant, 104-107.
These HEMs are the focus of our study as they can signif-
icantly impact the timing of the application and hence, the
bounds that can be derived to it. In this category we find
PROCESSOR_CYCLES with a variability of 45% from
3.6 · 107 to 5.2 · 107 (in other experiments the variability
of this HEM reached 59%). 49 HEMs fall in this category
if we set 1% as threshold for low-variability.
• Irrelevant or low variability. Other HEMs have low
variability in absolute terms, thus having little impact
on performance. There are 58 HEMs in this category,
including the three on the left of Figure 1 whose vari-
ability is over 180% but their value is below 300, hence,
insignificant w.r.t. the cycle count. Other HEMs, 5 in total
for this experiment, while exhibiting values above 104,
incurred less than 1% variability, with limited impact on
performance.
• Not exercised. Finally, other HEMs, 150 in our case,
were not exercised by the program under analysis making
both the minimum and maximum value be zero. As
the set of HEMs exercised can change across different
experiments, the particular non-exercised HEMs will like
vary. In fact, this is the motivation behind having different
benchmarks in the experimental evaluation.
The observed HEM variability does not depend on the par-
ticular subset of HEMs that are enable/disabled when collect-
ing observations. Interestingly, the ‘low variability’ category
comprises HEMs presenting no variablity. Those are related to
the functional execution of the program capturing the number
of completed instructions including SFX, CFX, store, load,
stores, taken and non-taken branches. For instance, the total
number of executed instructions (INSTRUCTIONS_CMPLTD)
of the first task is exactly the same in all runs (15,646,749).
This leads us to conclude that the observed variability does
not come from the software that always performs the same
function (e.g. it traverses always the same execution path),
and instead the variability is induced by the hardware.
Fig. 2: Histogram and empirical CDF (ECDF) types: (a)
Normal, (b) Concave, (c) Convex, (d) Clustered, (e) hard-to-fit.
B. Distribution
Focusing on the relevant high variability HEMs, we iden-
tified their variable behavior falls into five main classes of
distribution. These types are depicted in Figure 2 that shows
the histogram (bars) and the cumulative distribution function
or CDF (line) of observed values for one HEM in each
category for illustrative purposes. The x-axis shows HEM
value, the left y-axis the frequency of occurrence for the
histogram (for a 500 observations sample), and the right y-
axis the fraction of observations for the CDF.
a. Normal. HEMs in this category show a symmetric be-
havior that resembles a normal distribution.
b. Concave. The distribution resembles a uniform with lean-
ing towards the smallest values, which gives a concave
cumulative distribution function.
c. Convex. Distribution with the probability mass concen-
trated on the highest values of the distribution, giving a
convex cumulative distribution function.
d. Clustered. HEMs in this category show a clustered
behavior around two values or more values. Distributions
with more than one clear mode also fall into this category.
e. Hard to fit. Finally, some distributions follow no obvious
distribution (hard to fit category) apparently characterized
by having two modes and a long tail.
Out of the 37 relevant HEMs in our experiment, their distri-
bution is as follows: 2 (5.4%) Normal, 13 (35.1%) concave, 19
(51.4%) convex, 1 (2.7%) clustered, and 2 (5.4%) hard-to-fit.
The case of the HEM PROCESSOR_CYCLES is particularly
relevant for a two-fold reason. It is the main HEM used in
timing analysis for making predictions, and it presents a hard
to fit distribution (see Figure 2(e)). This HEM presents 59%
variability from around 2.0 · 107 to 3.2 · 107.
C. Reasons Behind the Observed Variability
The T2080 implements a complex architecture with an
aggressive core (the e6500), so some form of hardware-
induced HEM variability is therefore expected. We have
observed that the HEMs with relevant high variability capture
the activity in a wide range of hardware units, from the (on-
core) integer issue queue to the internal queues of the L2
cache. High variability can be due to the complex nature of
the T2080 and its sources of multicore interference: specific
hardware scheduling choices in the multiple shared queues and
buffers in the core-to-L2 interconnect, internal to the L2, the
CoreNet Coherence Fabric (CCF), and the memory controller,
may lead to variable latencies for specific requests. Specific
and controlled execution scenarios allow narrowing down the
sources of execution time variability. As an example, we
have performed some bare-metal experiments where all cores
hit L2 cache sustainedly, with a task τ overlapping its full
execution with the others. The intent is that interference occurs
solely in the L2 cache. Variability observed across executions
(up to more than 40%) could be attributed to minor initial
processor state differences causing slight time shifts between
L2 accesses across runs, and leading to cascade effects in
L2 queues. In general, however, the limited information about
the internal functioning of some of these resources, e.g. CCF,
simply prevents identifying some of the reasons behind the
observed variability. Also, as the programs used in this study
typically perform the same activities repeatedly, contention for
requests of a given core can stay repeatedly low or repeatedly
high, leading to cumulatively high variability. Further, such
systematic patterns may inadvertently switch from low to high
contention scenarios (or vice versa) due to several reasons,
such as the effects of loop control instructions in a program,
which might alter systematic behavior inside the loop, as well
as the impact of DRAM refresh operations, just to name some
examples.
Authors in [27] perform a hardware analysis of several Intel
architectures and formulate several hypotheses on the reasons
behind various forms of under and over counting affecting
some HEMs (retired instructions, branches, load/stores, float-
ing point, etc). Extending this to modern MPSoCs confronts
with the inclusion of large hardware IP blocks with limited
description and the increasing number of HEMs monitoring
events highly sensitive to such variability. Also, note that
knowing the reasons behind such variability would help as-
sessing whether the device allows some configurations under
which the variability reduces. However, if the behavior causing
the variability is intrinsic to the complexity/functioning of the
device, a solution like HRM is still needed – whether or not
the root can be explained.
D. Disproportion between the number of HEMs and PMCs
As the complexity of MPSoCs in modern CES platforms in
domains like avionics and automotive continues to increase, so
will do the number of HEMs. In fact, current MPSoCs, already
comprise hundreds of HEMs. For instance, the ARMv8(-A)
architecture defines over 280 micro-architectural events [28].
This architecture is implemented by a set of processors such as
the A53 (used by the NXP LayerScape family and the Xilinx
ZynqUltraScale MPSoC), the A57, the A72, and NVIDIA’s
Carmel processor. Each processor implements a subset of
those HEMs. For instance A53 implements 63, while more
modern A57/A72 implement 92/85 respectively. We see a
similar increasing trend in the NXP eXXX family with 180
HEMs in the e500mc and 262 in the e6500.
Despite the increase in number and specialization of HEMs,
their observability and accessibility in reference CES platforms
is typically constrained by the availability of a relatively (but
consistently) lower number of PMCs. The latter represent,
in fact, the most natural way of making HEM information
available to the user. The number of PMCs available in modern
MPSoCs typically ranges between 4 and 8 per core, which
inherently clashes with the number of HEMs an analysis would
need to track. In the case of Arm A53/A57/A71 cores, the
number of PMCs is 6, which also matches the number of
PMCs in NXP cores e500mc/e6500. To further constrain the
observability of HEMs, some platforms also enforce limita-
tions on how PMCs can be configured and mapped to HEMs.
In the Infineon AURIX TriCore family of microcontrollers,
reference computing solution in the automotive domain, the
number of available PMCs is limited to 3 per core, as
compared to 14 HEMs (2 fixed and 12 configurable), but only
specific groups of HEMs can be tracked at the same time [29].
For example, it is not possible to track both instruction and
data cache related HEMs within the same experiment. Overall,
the clear unbalance between the large number of HEMs and
available PMCs calls for approaches that reliably merge HEM
readings across different experiments.
It is also worth mentioning that MPSoCs also include an
increasing number of complex shared resources. This will
naturally result into more HEMs tracked by timing analysis
techniques to capture the effect of contention. While the
particular multicore timing analysis solution determines the
number of HEMs to track, as an illustrative example we show
that getting a ‘snapshot’ of the usage of the L2 cache made by
a task in the T2080, requires tracking dozens of HEMs. The
resources involved are the instruction cache, data cache and
L2 MMU, whose misses go to L2; the core-cluster interface
(CCI) that connects cores to the L2, the L2 itself, and the
bus interface unit (BIU) that connects the L2 to the CCF. A
(simple) analysis can focus on retrieving access counts to these
resources, without analyzing their effect propagation to the
core, which would require tracking more HEMs. Such analysis
might need to track 53 HEMs: instruction cache misses (3),
data cache misses (4), L2 MMU misses (3), CCI accesses (5),
L2 activity (32), and BIU accesses (6).
III. PROBLEM FORMALIZATION
We are interested in collecting the values of a set of relevant
HEMs, H 3 {h1, h2, · · · , hnh}, whilst a given program
executes on the target platform in response to a given input
(the main terms used in this paper are listed in Table I).
TABLE I: Main terms used in this work.
Term Definition
nh, np, nb, nr number of HEMs, PMCs, sub-experiments, and runs.
hi HEM with id i
bj j-th subexperiment
rj,k run k of a given subexperiment bj
mij,k measured value for h
i in run rj,k
M ij set of measured values for h
i in bj




srj,l Run of bj with the lth lowest value of ha
SRl Concatenation of srj,l for all {bj}j=1,··· ,nb
SMl HEM readings in srj,l for all {bj}j=1,··· ,nb
In an ideal scenario, all nh HEMs are collected at once on
a single program execution without incurring the uncontrolled
(platform or system level) jitter or variability that may arise
across executions. Under such favorable conditions, we obtain
a set of measurements (values) for each HEM in hi ∈ {H} that
cumulatively capture the activity performed by the program.
This is referred to as Scenario 1 in Figure 3, in which the row
shows the single execution, columns the HEMs and the cell
their respective values.
In a more realistic scenario, program executions on the
target platform are subject to noise so that in each execution
the measured values for a given HEM hi can potentially vary.
Note that we use the term ‘noise’ to generically refer to the
varying execution conditions across experiments, either due
to different initial hardware and system software state (in
this respect, our experiments are executed baremetal reducing
the variability due to system software). We are not after
quantifying such noise, but we just recognize that it is in
general uncontrollable, beyond the measures we take in order
to reduce it as shown in Section V-A. To capture the impact of
noise, several runs of each experiment need to be performed.
The noise of the different runs is represented as different levels
of grey in Figure 3 (Scenario 2). In this scenario, noise can
occur but at least all HEMs can be read at once, so all HEMs
in each run are exposed to the same noise. This makes possible
to reason about their relationships for statistical inference.
In general, however, it is not possible to read all nh HEMs
at once in a single execution as the number of HEMs that
can be tracked simultaneously is determined by the number
of available PMCs. Assuming our platform support np con-
figurable PMCs1 typically comparatively small with respect
to the number of supported HEMs, with np << nh. For this
reason, HEMs are necessarily collected in groups of at most np
elements. Hence, to measure all HEMs for a given program we
must perform a set of at least nb ≥ dnh/npe sub-experiment
(b1, · · · , bj , · · · , bnb), each capturing the values of at most np
distinct HEMs and cumulatively covering all HEMs.
1Without lack of generality, we assume there are no constraints on which
specific HEM can be read from each PMC. Some processors exhibit such
constraints, due to hierarchy of multiplexors to route HEM readings to a
specific PMC. This scenario would just restrict which HEMs can be read
in the same run, but would not affect HRM, as some HEMs (e.g. processor
cycles) can be read along with any other group of HEMs
Fig. 3: Scenarios in HEM reading
To capture the variability in measured values, several runs
of the same sub-experiment bj are carried out, see Scenario
3 in Figure 3, with crosses showing the HEMs not read in a
given run. In this case, we assume only 2 HEMs can be read in
each run. Also, as shown at the bottom of Scenario 3, naively
merging HEMs (from the first run and kth run in this case)
results in merging HEMs values obtained under different noise
levels, potentially resulting in inconsistent values that cannot
be reliably used.
In this paper, we address the challenge of merging the read-
ings (measurements) for all hi ∈ H, each one measured several
times in a different sub-experiment (Scenario 3) to obtain
noise-consistent measurements for all HEMS (Scenario 2),
preserving their relationships with execution time to favor
timing analysis. Note that, noise-free HEM values (Scenario 1)
are arguably hard to achieve, if at all possible, in MPSoCs.
In particular, we aim at obtaining vectors with values for all
HEMs under similar noise, as if all of them could have been
read simultaneously in every single run.
IV. HRM: A TECHNIQUE TO MERGE HEMS
Table II introduces an example with the main inputs and
outputs to be generated by any HEM merging approach. In
particular, it shows the measurements made when the number
of HEMs is nh = 12 and the number of PMCs is np = 3,
hence being required nb = 4 sub-experiments. In the example,
nr = 5 runs are performed per sub-experiment. On the left, it
is reported the sub-experiment and run id. In the top part, the
HEM id. We use rj,k to refer to the run k of sub-experiment
bj . We refer to measured value of HEM hi in bj and run k as
mij,k. In terms of outputs, a HEM merging mechanism must
aim at producing a list of nr all-HEM readings (vectors) where
each vector includes all HEMs. Each of the nr measurements
of each HEM is placed exactly in one of those nr vectors.
This is illustrated at the bottom of Table II, where each run
of each sub-experiment is merged with another run from each
other sub-experiment so that each run is represented exactly
once in the merged result. For instance, in the example, the 1st





with the x′th run of the 4th sub-experiment, and with one run
of each other sub-experiment represented as the xth run of the
jth sub-experiment.
TABLE II: Example with nh = 12, np = 3, nb = 4, a nr = 5.
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Our approach, HRM, builds on non-parametric order statis-
tics, which allows relating random variables based on the
order of the sampled values of the variables, regardless of
their distributions. In particular, HRM aims at merging the
HEM measurements from different sub-experiments in such a
way that the noise experienced by the different measurements
is as similar as possible. HRM must also allow merging
HEMs regardless of the distribution of the data to be merged.
Non-parametric order statistics, which resort to the order of
data regardless of their distribution, allow relating runs across
measurements through the use of an ‘anchor’ HEM, referred
to as ha, measured in all sub-experiments. HRM derives the
relation between HEMs in different sub-experiments via their
relation to ha.
This is illustrated in the left side of Figure 4 that shows how
the individual readings of hi and hj (mi and mj respectively)
from different sub-experiments are related to those of the
ha in each sub-experiment referred to as. HRM provides
the following properties. First, it preserves the distribution of
each individual HEM. It also preserves the joint distribution
between each HEM, hi, and the anchor HEM, ha (recall that
the joint distribution between the HEMs read in the same
sub-experiment is maintained). Finally, HRM estimates the
most reliable joint distribution across HEMs in different sub-
experiments. Next we detail the procedure followed by HRM
to provide those properties, followed by the mathematical
Fig. 4: Introduction to the HRM approach.
foundation of the approach.
B. Procedure
The application process of HRM includes four main steps.
STEP À. HRM starts by selecting the anchor HEM,
ha, that will be read in all sub-experiments. In each sub-
experiment np − 1 PMCs are used to read different HEM.
That is, from all available np PMC, HRM uses one of
them in each sub-experiment bj for the anchor, and the
other np − 1 PMCs for other HEM. HRM approximates
unobserved HEM relationships via their individual (observed)
relationship with ha. Thus, the selection of ha is critically
important as it determines how effective is HRM to merge
HEMs for the problem under study. As the problem at hand
relates to timing analysis, we chose ha to be as relevant as
possible to timing. In the case of the T2080, execution time
is measured via the HEM PROCESSOR_CYCLES, and hence
ha =‘PROCESSOR CYCLES’.
STEP Á. After performing nr runs of each sub-experiment,
HRM sorts the runs of each sub-experiment by ha, from lowest
to highest. As a result, each element in the sorted list for each
sub-experiment will indicate an order statistic, with the kth
order statistic of a sample being its kth-lowest value.
Each sub-experiment is characterized by a small fixed set
of HEMs, limited by the number of PMCs available, np. Each
sub-experiment in {bj}j=1,··· ,nb is represented by a set of nr





j,k , · · · ,m
(np−1)(j−1)+(np−1)
j,k )
The selection of nr should be based on prior knowledge
of ha random variable behavior. Without such knowledge,
one must resort to nr ≥ 30, as this is the minimum size
to estimate the main properties of a distribution through the
central limit theorem. Runs in each sub-experiment and across
them, should be designed to ensure that they are independent
and identically distributed to enable the probabilistic reasoning
on which HRM builds. To achieve this property, we empty the
processor state between runs (see Section V-A). We assess it by
performing statistical independence and identical distribution
tests (see Section V-C).
STEP Â. Once all sub-experiments are sorted based on
ha, we merge the different sub-experiments so that the kth
measurement in the list for hi in a given sub-experiment
is merged with the kth measurement of hj in another sub-
experiment. Naturally, HEM measurements in the same run of
the same sub-experiment remain at exactly the same position
in the sorted list, so they remain together upon merging.
Let srj,l be the run of sub-experiment bj with the lth lowest
value of ha. srj,l is defined as srj,l = rj,k where maj,k is
the l-lowest value in the set {maj,k}k=1,··· ,nr. Finally, the
concatenation produces a vector with completed representation
of HEMs SRl = (sr1,l, · · · , srj,l, · · · , srnb,l) for each l =
1, · · · , nr. Since the l-lowest value of maj,k is well-defined,
we can assume that for each j = 1, · · · , nb, maj,k ≤ maj,k+1
for all k = 1, · · · , (nr − 1). Therefore, maj,k is the (k : nr)-
order statistic of the sample of size nr, {maj,k}k=1,··· ,nr. HRM
merges the values read in the same ordered run across all
sub-experiments, referred to as SMl. For each SMl, HRM
produces one reading for each HEM and nb readings for ha.
STEP Ã. After merging, we compute the summarized order
statistics for ha. In particular, we compute the quantiles of the
distribution of all values of ha across all sub-experiments so
that we obtain exactly nr quantiles, i.e. one for each row of our
merged list of HEM values. The resulting array yields m̂a =
quantile(0, · · · , k/(nr − 1), · · · , 1), where k = 0, · · · , (nr −
1). HRM estimates the nr equal spaced quantiles of ha using
the sample of size (nr·nb) obtained from joining all ha values.
C. Quantile Estimation
Several methods for quantile estimation can be consid-
ered. Let {x(k)}k=1,··· ,n be an ordered sample of size n.
In general, a method for quantile estimation corresponds to
weighted averages of consecutive order statistics. Given fixed
values for a function γ and a constant m, the p-quantile is
defined by q(p) = (1 − γ(j,m))x(j) + γ(j,m)x(j+1), where
(j −m)/n ≤ p < (j −m + 1)/n, x(j) is the (j : n)−order
statistic. We consider a continuous representation of quantile
estimation with γ(j,m) = p · n + m − j and m = 1 − p,
which is equivalent to do linear interpolation between the
points {(pk, x(k))} where pk attempts to estimate the mode
of F (x(k)). Then q(p) is a continuous function of p and
p(k) = (k − 1)/(n − 1). We refer the interested reader to
[30] for a review of programming quantile estimation.
D. Correlation Boundary
HRM produces a solution that preserves the observed
information and reliably builds unobserved information by
preserving joint distributions. That is, HRM preserves the
correlation across HEMs. In particular, HRM describes the
relationship between the expected value of a target HEM, the
anchor ha, and the values observed for a different HEM hi.
The relationship across different HEMs, namely hi and hj , not
observed together, is built therefore through ha. HRM builds
such relationship by estimating the covariance matrix across
all HEMs. The covariance matrix can be used because each hi
is a random variable with at least 4 finite moments. In our case,
each HEM has infinite finite moments since all HEM values
are bounded, i.e. they count finite events per cycle during a
finite interval, since the measurement starts until the measured
value is collected. Therefore, each HEM value is a bounded
number, thus guaranteeing the existence of infinite finite
moments. By being random variables with finite moments, we
can describe the relationship across expected values of HEMs
through a multivariate normal distribution based on the central
limit theorem, which ultimately ensures the existence of the
covariance matrix that characterizes the relationship between
the expected values of HEMs asymptotically.
In particular, correlation across HEMs is based on Pearson
correlation coefficient [31]. It can be obtained via a Least-
Squares fit, where a value 1 represents a perfect positive
relationship, −1 a perfect negative relationship, and 0 the
absence of any relationship across variables. Let X and Y
be random variables, and denote by cor(X,Y ) the Pearson
correlation, obtained as cov(X,Y )σxσy , where σ and cov describe
the variances and covariance, respectively.
Lemma. Let (Y,X1, X2) be a random vector with multi-
variate standardized normal distribution. Then, the correlation






where ρi = cor(Y,Xi) for i = 1, 2.
Proof. Let Σ be the covariance matrix the joint distribution
between the random variables, Y , X1 and X2. Σ can be
described as the correlation matrix 1 ρ1 ρ2ρ1 1 ρ
ρ2 ρ 1
 (1)
where ρ cannot be arbitrarily set between [−1, 1], since the
matrix must be positive semidefinite. A Hermitian matrix is
positive semidefinite if and only if all principal minors are non-
negative. Building on Silvester’s criterium, only the minors
defined by submatrices starting from the upper left corner need




, is trivial, and
the 3-by-3 matrix produces the result to prove.
Note that, by operating the result of the multivariate stan-
dardized normal distribution with the corresponding µ and σ
of the random variables of the HEMs whose joint distribution
we are studying, we can directly obtain the result for the
multivariate non-standardized normal distribution. Moreover,
since the random variables studied (the HEMs) have 4 finite
moments (in fact they have infinite moments), and based on
the central limit theorem, the Lemma guarantees that observed
values converge asymptotically to the expected values.
Building on the Lemma, we can prove that HRM guarantees
the three properties described in Section IV-A.
Theorem Let H be the joint distribution of all HEMs, and
assume the set of ordered sub-experiments as shown in the
example in Table II. Let be {m̂ak}k=1,··· ,nr the set of nr
equal spaced quantiles of ha from the sample {maj,k}j,k of
size (nb, ·, nr). Consider the complete (merged) vector with
all HEMs defined as:
(m̂ak,m
1
1,k, · · · ,m
(np−1)
1,k , · · ·
m
(np−1)(j−1)+1
j,k , · · · ,m
(np−1)(j−1)+(np−1)
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m
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Fig. 6: HEMs with observed rele-
vant variability.
for each k = 1, · · · , nr. Then, the empirical joint distribution
described by the complete vectors complies the (formalized)
properties of HRM:
• Property 1. Preserves the marginal distribution of H for
all HEMs.
• Property 2. Preserves the joint distribution across HEMs
in the same sub-experiment.
• Property 3. Estimates, with minimum error on correla-
tion, the joint distribution between HEMs in different
sub-experiments.
Proof. Property 1: The marginal distribution of all HEMs but
ha is preserved, since no modifications are produced in the
observed values of those HEMs – they are just sorted. Only
ha is modified, since it is replaced by the order statistics.
As its distribution has infinite moments, replacing ha by its
order statistics of a larger sample, leads to a higher amount of
information (i.e. nb · nr values instead of nr), improving the
sample and hence, preserving the marginal distribution of ha.
Property 2: The re-ordering procedure preserves measure-
ments of different HEMs in the same sub-experiment together.
Therefore, their joint distribution is preserved identical.
Property 3: Regarding the joint distribution of HEMs in dif-
ferent sub-experiments, HRM estimates such joint distribution
for each pair of HEMs. Note that, since those pairs of HEMs
are never observed in the same sub-experiment, data collected
provides no information about their joint distribution. The only
relation across sub-experiments is had through ha, which is
observed in all of them, so the joint distribution to be estimated
needs to preserve this common relation. Based on the Lemma,
such relation is preserved if the estimated correlation for
describing the real joint distribution of two HEMs in different





where ρ1 and ρ2 are the correlation between each of those
two HEMs and ha. Since there is no additional information
about the actual correlation between those two HEM, any
value in the interval is equally probable. Thus, the correlation
value proposed by HRM is ρ1ρ2, since this is the value that
minimizes the absolute error w.r.t. the real value.
TABLE III: Workloads on the T2080 for validation purposes
Core0 Core1 Core2 Core3
W1 IMUL UL2 FADD MEM FMUL MEM LMUL MEM
W2 LADD DL1 LMUL UL2 FADD UL2 FMUL UL2
W3 LMUL MEM LMUL UL2 FADD UL2 DMUL UL2
W4 LADD UL2 FADD MEM FMUL MEM LADD MEM
W5 FADD MEM FMUL MEM LADD MEM LMUL MEM
W6 FADD UL2 FMUL UL2 LADD UL2 LDIV UL2
W7 FADD UL1 FMUL UL1 LADD UL1 LMUL MEM
W8 FMUL UL1 FADD MEM LMUL L1 LMUL MEM
W9 FMUL MEM FADD DL1 FADD MEM LMUL DL1
W10 LADD MEM LADD DL1 LADD UL2 LADD MEM
W11 FADD DL1 FADD UL2 FADD MEM FMUL UL1
W12 FADD UL2 LADD UL2 LDIV DL1 LMUL UL2
W13 LADD UL2 FADD MEM FMUL MEM LADD MEM
W14 LADD UL2 LMUL UL2 FADD MEM FMUL MEM
W15 FADD MEM FMUL MEM LADD DL1 LDIV DL1
W16 LADD DL1 LDIV DL1 FADD MEM FMUL MEM
E. Matrix Completion Techniques
HRM aims at merging actual observations rather than filling
missing values with synthetic data. The latter, which may be
realized with Matrix Completion (MC) methods [32], [33], as
discussed later in Section VI, is not appropriate in our case.
This is so because MC requires that values in each row and
column belong to a different distribution, which is not our
case, since each column is a different HEM with its own
distribution. As a consequence, the use of MC methods for
our problem leads to inadequate value distributions where, for
instance, the mean and standard distribution of the synthetic
data for all HEMs is extremely different from those for actual
observations. For instance, in our experiments, the mean for
synthetic data is ≈ 20x smaller than that of real data, whereas




We target a NXP T2080 Reference Board [26], [34] in-
creasingly considered in the avionics domain, with Rockwell
Collins pursuing the certification of multi-core processing
on this board [16]. The T2080 equips 4 e6500 cores (see
Figure 5), each comprising private instruction and data cache
as well as a private MMU. A second level cache is shared
between all the cores. A “CoreNet” coherence fabric provides
access to the memory controller as well as other peripherals
present in the board. Some features are deactivated in our setup
for predictability reasons, such as SMT (Hyperthreading in
Intel terminology) and the CoreNet Platform Cache (CPC).
We have run our tests in a bare-metal setup, using the SDK
provided by the board manufacturer (NXP) to configure the
platform and load images to it through a JTAG debugging
interface. In the bare-metal setup, we access PMCs directly
without the use of a specific library, e.g. PAPI, to minimize
the impact of readings.
In each experiment, we run one benchmark per core. The
task in core0 is the reference task on which we perform the
analysis. The analysis for the tasks in the other cores would be
performed analogously. In each run of every experiment, we
collect measurements when the task in core0 finishes its execu-
tion. We consider single-path benchmarks to isolate platform-
level variability, so that in all runs the number of instructions
executed (INSTRUCTIONS_COMPLETED) in core0 is exactly
the same. Across any two runs of an experiment, we reset
the state of caches, TLBs, and Branch Target Buffer. To that
end, we execute a micro-benchmark that generates a massive
number of misses in all those stateful blocks. While ISA-
specific solutions exist that allow obtaining the same effect
with specific instructions, we considered the micro-benchmark
solution to be more platform agnostic.
In general, programs can have built-in sources of non-
determinism (e.g. time- or input-dependent values). Also,
they may easily be subject to variability due to minimal
variations in the Operating System [27]. In order to reduce
these sources of variability, we construct specific test-cases,
which also aim at triggering a wide set of HEMs. To that end,
we have created different benchmarks comprising different
core and cache (memory) patterns. At core level, we create
3 benchmarks using intensively the integer pipeline, using
integer (I) and long (L) operands, and the floating point (F)
pipeline. We use short latency addition (ADD) operations and
long-latency multiplication (MUL) operations. At the cache
hierarchy level, benchmarks operate on a vector whose size
we vary so most load/store operations hit in the data cache
(DL1), the L2 (UL2) or memory (MEM). From these 18
benchmarks (I, L, F )x(ADD,MUL)x(DL1, UL2,MEM),
we have generated 16 workloads, as shown in Table III.
B. Validation Methodology
The validation of any HEM merging methodology is com-
plex on real hardware as we do not have the noise-free value
for each HEM (hi), as explained in Section III. This prevents
us from directly comparing the estimated value for each HEM
with its corresponding noise-free value. Thus, we can only
evaluate HRM comparing the correlation for the HEM merged
with HRM against the real – measured – correlation.
In order to evaluate estimated and real correlations, first,
for each workload, we perform 100 runs for each of the 53 =
261/5 sub-experiments. Hence, we collect readings for all 262
HEMs with 5 HEMs plus ha read in each sub-experiment2,
except the last group (sub-experiment) that only includes 1
HEM and the ha.
We validate HRM for 15 HEMs having high relevant
variability, see Figure 6. To that end we on purpose place those
HEMs in different groups so that their mutual correlation is
not observed in the data used for HRM.
For each of the 120 pairs3 of HEMs we estimate their
correlation ρ̂i,j , after merging them with HRM. We also collect
100 runs for a set of experiments in which those 15 HEMs
and the anchor are observed in the same group. Thus, for
each pair of HEMs (hi and hj), as well as ha, we obtain their
actual correlation ρi,j from those measurements. This allows
2For the sake of convenience, we refer to the HEM read in the same sub-
experiment as being in the same (HEM) group.
3All possible pairs with the 16 HEMs analyzed (the 15 relevant and ha).
us comparing their real correlation ρi,j with the estimated
correlation after merging with HRM ρ̂i,j . In particular we
measure the absolute distance (difference) between |ρi,j−ρ̂i,j |,
so that the maximum difference obtained for a pair of HEMs
is 2. This happens when the estimated correlation is 1 (or −1)
and the real one is −1 (or 1).
C. Independence and identical distribution
HRM builds on these statistical properties for ha,
PROCESSOR_CYCLES, to apply order statistics. In practice,
this holds since all values of ha have been collected from
the repeated execution of the same workload, with the same
inputs, and enforcing the same hardware and software state as
much as it can be controlled. We have further evaluated these
properties quantitatively. We performed an ANOVA test [35] to
assess identical distribution of PROCESSOR_CYCLES across
sub-experiments. The result of the test is a p-value p = 0.57,
so the test is not rejected comparing the law on the expected
value of PROCESSOR_CYCLES, and tells us that the noise
is identically distributed across sub-experiments. We assess
independence within each sub-experiment with a Ljung-Box
test [36] with lag = 10. With a significance level α = 0.05,
independence is not rejected in 96% of the sub-experiments,
so measurements can be regarded as independent since the
expectation is that the test is not rejected by a fraction of the
tests matching 1 − α. Hence, we can use the order statistics
for PROCESSOR_CYCLES after the merge as part of HRM
because the noise is the same across sub-experiments and there
is no dependence across values read.
D. Correlation between HEMs
In order to have reliable correlation estimates, we use the
percentile bootstrap method [37] with the following method-
ology. We first compute bootstrap samples of size n = 50
for all sub-experiments; we compute the correlation between
all pairs of HEMs; we then repeat p = 100 times those two
steps and store the estimates of the correlation; for each pair
of HEMs we have 100 estimates and we take the mean of
those 100 values, which will be our reference estimation. We
can also obtain the confidence interval for those 100 values
for completeness.
For reference, we consider two other merging methods,
referred to as unsorted and sorted respectively. The un-
sorted method simply concatenates results of different sub-
experiments in the very same order they are collected, without
analyzing any type of relationship between HEMs. The sorted
method, instead, sorts the values collected for each HEM from
lowest to highest merging in the same vector those in the same
relative position for each HEM, so the lowest value for each
HEM form a vector, the second lowest for each HEM another
vector, and so on and so forth.
We have chosen workloads 1, 2, 5 and 10 due to their high
variability and different spectra of measured values and corre-
lations between HEMs in order to provide a representative set
of cases. Figure 7 shows the correlation distance for the cho-
sen workloads. Each point represents the absolute difference
Fig. 7: Correlation Difference for each HEMs pair for work-
load 1 (top-left), workload 2 (top-right), workload 5 (bottom-
left), and workload 10 (bottom-right).
between the estimated correlation for each method and the
real correlation obtained measuring those HEMs in the same
group. We order all HEM pairs for each method from lowest
to highest correlation difference. As shown, the differences
between the observed and estimated correlation for HRM is
consistently lower than for the other methods, thus reflecting
its higher accuracy. While the input data for all methods does
not include direct observations of the real correlation and
hence, such information is missing in statistical terms, HRM
successfully recovers part of this information through their
individual correlations with ha, which is effectively observed.
The (naive) unsorted method is obviously poor and achieves
good correlation only in some cases by chance.
The sorted method performs very well for those pairs of
HEMs where both HEMs have strong positive correlation,
since sorting them precisely joints correlated values. However,
in many cases such correlation is either indirect or weak, which
makes the sorted method particularly inaccurate leading to the
highest discrepancies w.r.t. real correlations.
In the case of HRM, correlation is precisely estimated for
those HEMs with significant correlation with ha, since their
mutual correlation is preserved with a probability matching the
product of their individual correlations with ha. However, if
their individual correlation with ha is weak at least for one of
the HEM, their mutual correlation will be mostly lost, and the
estimated correlation will approach 0. However, despite that, a
key advantage of HRM is that joint correlation across HEMs
is lost if and only if at least one of them is not meaningfully
correlated with ha. Instead, those correlations that matter for
timing in our case, are preserved, as opposed to the other
methods (unsorted and sorted), which preserve correlation for
arbitrary pairs of HEM, not for those necessarily correlated
with timing (i.e. ha).
For the rest of the 12 workloads we cannot show such
detailed results as for workloads 1 and 2. Instead we present
a summarized analysis of the three methods for all workloads
is shown in Table IV, in the form of the mean squared error
(MSE). The MSE is the average of the squared errors, it is
specifically computed as 1N
∑i>j
i,j=1,...,nrh(ρ
i,j − ρ̂i,j)2, where






. As it can be seen, HRM shows to be the
most accurate method sustainedly, and its accuracy is only
relatively lower for Workload 4 since correlations with ha in
this workload are relatively weak in general.
TABLE IV: Mean squared error of the merging methods.
wld HRM Sorted Unsorted wld HRM Sorted Unsorted
1 0.18 0.67 0.39 9 0.10 0.45 0.14
2 0.04 0.24 0.38 10 0.05 0.69 0.25
3 0.17 0.51 0.44 11 0.22 0.28 0.33
4 0.4 0.48 0.46 12 0.14 0.43 0.33
5 0.15 0.37 0.45 13 0.20 0.34 0.40
6 0.36 0.50 0.38 14 0.25 0.35 0.48
7 0.12 0.34 0.12 15 0.09 0.55 0.17
8 0.17 0.19 0.30 16 0.22 0.21 0.32
Correlation with the anchor. As stated, HRM aims at
preserving the relationship between each HEM and the anchor.
While such correlation is highly preserved by observing each
HEM with ha, HRM reduces the number of observations of
ha in each merged vector (nb, one for each run of each sub-
experiment merged) by applying order statistics. Thus, only
1 HEM out of the np − 1 in each merged vector preserves
the actual value observed for ha in its run, whereas the
other np − 2 have a different ha value, which may have an
effect on the correlation between HEMs and ha. However, this
effect is expected to be tiny. We assess this quantitatively in
Figure 8 for workloads 1 and 2, where we show the estimated
correlation (blue lines), the 95% confidence interval (red lines)
and the real correlation (black dots). As expected, correlation
is estimated with very high precision. We have observed this
very same effect for all workloads and all pairs of HEMs, so
we omit those data due to lack of further insights and of space.
E. Overheads
The HRM algorithm has very low computation require-
ments. To process the data of the experiments we performed in
the T2080, the R implementation of HRM required less than
38 milliseconds on a Dell latitude e7490 laptop.
HRM requires nr runs for each of the nb sub-experiments,
so a total of nb · nr runs. For instance, to read all 262 HEM,
HRM required 53 sub-experiments to collect 5 different HEMs
and ha in each sub-experiment. Each sub-experiment was
executed nr = 100 runs, thus above the minimum number
of 30. Values for each workload were obtained in around 10
minutes. Note that, given that real-time programs usually last
in the order of milliseconds, so few thousands of runs may
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Fig. 8: Correlation between relevant HEMs and
PROCESSOR_CYCLES before and after merging for
workload 1 (top-left), workload 2 (top-right), workload 5 (
bottom-left), and workload 10 (bottom-right).
VI. RELATED WORKS
In the real-time domain, several works build on HEMs
for the estimation of bounds to software timing. Paulisch et
al. [21] create an analysis and runtime monitoring solution
for limiting task contention in multicores by tracking and
controlling HEM. In the same vein, Diaz et al. [38] build
on HEM to produce an ILP-based contention model for an
AURIX automotive microcontroller. Likewise, Santinelli et
al.[39], build on the HEM of a multicore system to derive prob-
abilistic WCET estimates. Griffin et al. [40] derive a method
to select the HEM with highest contribution to software timing
and predict execution time under unseen configurations.
More recently, information from HEMs has been exploited
as the cornerstone of industrial-quality approaches [16], [41]
for providing the necessary evidence for supporting the certi-
fication of multicore CES, in conformance with the require-
ments from domain-specific certification authorities [42].
Several works in the mainstream (high-performance) do-
main reason on the sources of variability in HEM values
when executing several times the same piece of software.
This covers from the operating system noise [43], application
variability [44], [45] and the particular HEM-reading library,
to the complexity of the hardware [46]. For instance, [43]
focuses on the cycle count HEM and shows that its variability
is often related to the executable layout and operating system
issues. Also, at software level, [46] assesses the accuracy of
various high-level counter APIs with focus on cycle count
and total retired instruction HEMs. In our work, we use no
operating system and access directly, with no library, the
HEMs (via the PMCs) so they are not subject to software-
induced variability. In [45], authors focus on task-parallel pro-
grams in high-performance environments with highly-dynamic
execution conditions, including dynamic task scheduling, that
cause tasks to execute in different orders and in different cores
across executions. Authors propose techniques to determine
which HEM readings belong to each task and hence, combine
them to derive all HEMs for a task. Interestingly, the reading
of each group of nP HEMs is performed once, so authors do
not assess the impact of variability in HEM readings due to
hardware and software related variability. We, instead, focus
in much more predictable environments, as needed for CES
and consider the variability of HEM readings.
HEM sampling or multiplexing consists in time-sharing
the PMCs over a set of HEMs: at each interval boundary,
whose duration is a configuration parameter, the PMCs are
reprogrammed to read a different set of HEMs. HEM sam-
pling is, for instance, adopted by the Linux kernel’s perf
event subsystem. The potential inaccuracies introduced by the
interpolation made by sampling techniques have been studied
elsewhere [47], [48]. In this paper, we do not perform any
multiplexing of HEMs as it causes having phases of the
program in which particular HEMs are not read, resorting to
interpolation methods. Instead, HRM builds upon HEM values
from the observation of the full program execution, without
any kind of interpolation.
At hardware level, other works [27] focus on specific HEMs
(e.g. retired instructions, branches, loads/stores) and develop
low-level hardware hypotheses on the reasons behind some of
these HEMs suffering from various forms of under and over
count. Authors do several recommendations on the hardware
design to reduce the observed variability. Our goal, instead, is
managing at software level HEM variability and limitations to
read HEMs on existing boards (e.g. NXP T2080).
Incomplete sets of data have been considered with Matrix
Completion (MC) methods [32], [33]. There are fundamental
differences between HRM and MC. HRM aims at merging
only observed data, with no assumption on the distribution of
the input data to merge. Conversely, (1) MC requires input data
be a random matrix, where values in all rows and columns
belong to one measure with its own distribution for each
value, which does not hold for the problem at hand (e.g.
the outcome of a HEM measure is a column, thus with its
own distribution). (2) MC aims at producing synthetic data to
complete missing data, thus bringing risks due to inferring the
distribution of real data to produce new data, which may match
some characteristics of real input data but miss others. In fact,
since input data (HEM values) do not match requirement (1),
and the fraction of missing values is large (np observed values
out of nh HEMs, where np << nh), MC populates the data
array with values whose mean and standard deviation differs
drastically from those for real (observed) data. Overall, MC
does not fit the needs of the problem at hand by construction
since its prerequisites are not met.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Measurement-based timing analysis methods increasingly
build on HEMs to measure and estimate the timing behavior of
time-critical applications running on MPSoCs. Unfortunately,
in complex MPSoCs HEM values are subject to some un-
avoidable noise, and they can only be read in small subsets,
thus allowing end users only to collect partial snapshots (i.e.
including only a subset of HEMs) subject to different and
unknown noise. Therefore, end users address the challenge of
combining all HEM values, as a naive merging could lead to
inconsistent joint values. This paper presents HRM, a flexible
method to merge HEM values across runs that allows pre-
serving precisely their correlation with timing and preserving,
to a good extent, their joint correlation. HRM achieves its
goals by building on (1) non-parametric statistics, which do not
pose any constraint on the distributions observed for different
HEMs in the T2080, and (2) the use of an anchor HEM to
relate measurements from different HEMs. Our evaluation on
a complex MPSoC – the NXP T2080 – targeting commercial
avionics systems validates HRM, showing that it outperforms
other approaches to merge HEM values.
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